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( 1  1 )
where c., b,, c, 
€ R are unknown, only bounds of
4, and of the feedback gain b,c, are known. For
different subclasses : of (1 1) we present
different controllers
k : R x R x R - + R
( Y , ,  Y , n r '  k , ) e  k , * r  
( l  2 )
so that the control law
u , :  k , l ,
applied to a system (o,, b,, c,) e ) procluces an
exponentially or asymptotically decaying solu-
tlon of the closed-loop system
X, * r :  Q ,X ,  !  b rU ,  . |
I t : c t x t ,  f e N J
xt+t :  fa ,  + k ,b,c, lx , .
The  a lgo r i t hms  (1 .2 )  a re  no r
identif ica-tion or model reference
Here, the controller "learns" from the measure-
ments y, and adjusts the parameters in the closed
loop system. Note that the parameter adjust-
ment law (1.2) has only a "short" memory; at
time I * 1 the controller k,*, is adjusted by the
knowledge of 
.;,,,*r and y,.
In the last f ive years, considerable progress
has been made in the development of adaptive
stabil ization of continuous-time linear systems
concerning the approach described in the
previous paragraph. However, only a few
authors tackled analogous questions and prob-
lems for discrete-time linear systems. Mudgett
and Morse (1985) considered the class of
time-invariant systems of the form (1.1) where
only knowledge of an upper bound of lbcl is
required. It is not obvious how their controller
can be simplif ied if the sign of öc is known.
Märtensson (1986) presents a controller which
stabil izes the class of t ime-invariant systems of
the form (1.i) where neither the sign of bc nor
an upper bound of lbcl need to be known.
However, robustness results are not tackled and
the proposed controller is very complicated
compared to (2.2)  or  (5.2) .  Wang and L jung
(1989) considered a class of l inear, single-input
single-output systems of unknown order and
allow certain perturbations. However, their
algorithm ensures only bounded output signals.
In Section 2, a simple controller is presented
which adaptively stabil izes each time-inuariant
system of  the form (1.1) .  In  Sect ion 3,  i t  is
shown that this controller also works for certain
time-varying systems of the form (1 .1) ln
Section 4, it is proved that the controller of
Section 2 is robust with respect to certain
time-varying nonlinear state, input and output
per turbat ions.  In  Sect ion 5,  again t ime- invar iant
systems of  the form (1. i )  are considered.
However, the known sign condition is weakened
( 1  3 )
based on
approaches.
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Robust Adaptive Stab tlizatron of Discrete-time
First-order Svstems*
ACHIM ILCHMANNT
Key Words-Adaptive control; stabilizers; robust control; discrete-time systems.
An adaptiue controller for a class of single-input single-output first-orderdiscrete-time systems which is robust with respect to certain ionlinear state,
input and output perturbations.
Abstract-An algorithm for the adaptive stabilization of
single-input single-output time-varying first-order discretc-
timc systems is presented. Only the knowledge of the sign of
the feedback gain and an upper bound of it is rcquired. The
adaptive control law is robust with rcspect to nonlinear
additive time-varying state, input and output perturbations_
I f  the s ign of  the feedback gain is  not  known, i t  is  shown that
a simple modification of the control law leads to a controller
which produces an asymptot ical ly  stable c losed- loop system.
1.  INTRODUCTION
Tnts pe.per addresses the problem of adaptively
stabil izing first-order, single-input single-output,
l inear systems of the form
A. Ir-cHueNN
to 0 < lbcl < g. To produce an asymptotically
decaying output, the controller of Section 2
needs only a small modification and is much
simpler than the one introduced by Mudgett and
Morse (1985). These results are i l lustrated by
some numer ical  s imulat ions.
2. THE TIME-INVARIANT KNOWN SIGN CASE
In this section, we consider the following class
of l inear time-invariant, f irst-order, single-input
single-output systems
X t t t - a x , l b u , ,  r e N l
I t :  cx ,  i  
(2 .1)
O < b c < g  )
where  a ,b , c  eR  a re  unknown .  On ly  an  uppe r
bound g > 0 for the feedback gain is required.
Proposition 1. Given a system (a,b,c) of the
form (2.1)  and in i t ia l  data xe,  koe R.  Then the
adaptive control law
u , :  k , l ,
k ,+r t -k ,  -  l  
t ign (Y ' )Y '* t  (2 '2)
g  1 +  l v ' l
produces an exponentially decaying solution of
the closed-loop system (1.3).
Proof. Using the transformation
E ' : : k ' + !
DC
(1.3)  is  equivalent  to
x , *1 :  bcF . , x , .
(2.3)
(2.4)
To prove expon_ential stabil ity of (2.4), assume
that r, *0 and k,*O for all r e N, otherwise the
proof would be comPlete. Let
and therefore (2.8) implies that k, is monotoni-
cally decreasing or increasing. Thus, there exists
some [- > 0 so that
l im  k , : 76 - .
If E-:0, then for every ar e (0, 1) there exists
s o m e M > 0 s u c h t h a t
l r , * r l  <  Ma'  lxo l  for  a l l  r  e  N.  (2.11)
It E*> 0, then it follows from (2.9) that
1  f  , l
1 1 p  1 1 _ J _ 9 1 :  r .
' r ,  I "
r - - _ l  Ä r  I
Hence,  by (2.8) ,  
t
l *7 :o
and therefore
(2.  l0)
This yields
l i m l * - L  : - .
t+e ly,l
l4r,: o. (2.12)
,  . _ l s i g n ( y , ) y , , rJ t + 1 . _  g  t  +  l y , l
It follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that
By Q. \  and (2.5)  we conclude
f , - ,  bc I  bc
0 - - - = : -  
_  
< - . -  I
k t  I  t + l y , l '  I
and hence
b c  f , , ,
0 < l - - < l - " + < 1 .g K ,
It follows from (2.6) that
E,+r:  E,  -  f , * r :  [ t  -?]U
E,*, :g(t-?)u.
(2.s)
(2.6)
(2 .7 )
(2.8)
Since lk,l is monotonically decreasing, we obtain
trom (2.12) and (2.4) that there exists some
at e (0, 1) and to € N so that
l b c E , l < a < l  f o r a l l  t z t o .  Q . I 3 )
This implies (2.11) and the proof is complete. f l
Remark 1. The controller (2.2\ can be modified
by
k,*ri:k, - I ti8n (Y')Y'rtg (a + lv,lo)''p
where  u )0 ,  O<p '<q<@.  We p re fe r  t he
presentation (2.2) for technical reasons. This
does not effect the theoretical results of the
present paper and all propositions remain valid.
However, we do not prove-but computer
simulations have shown-that p : Q :2 yields
better results than p : q:7 in the following
sense: There is nearly no difference comparing
the speed of  convergence,  but  for  p:  q:2,  lyÄ
does not increase so hieh before it settles to
zero.
Remark 2. Suppose ly,l is large. Then by
(2 .6 \ - (2 .8 ) .  E ,n t : 0 - (bc l i l )E ,  and  E , * ,  i s
decreasing almost as fast as possible. The
convergence becomes faster if the bound g is
tight. For ly,l small, the opposite statement holds
true. If the initial value x6 is small and ko is so
that fc I ksbcl>> 1, then the convergence of k, is
slow. This has the effect that the output becomes
very large before r e N is reached such that
la * k,bcl < 1 and the solution starts to settle to
zero. See Figs 1, 2 and 3 for illustration.
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closed-loop
instead of
First, we
occurs only
result, that the solution of the
system (1.3) tends asymptotically,
exponentially, to zero as l---) co.
consider the case that t ime variance
in a.
1()0
600
Frc.  1.  Output  of  system (2.1)  using adapt ive contro l  law( 2 . 2 ) .  a :  - 1 0 ,  ä :  l ,  c : 6 ,  s : 1 0 ,  r ( 0 j : 1 ,  k ( 0 ) : 0 .
r 100
2^---t
: . " ' .  \
I  I  . t  4 5 6 7 8 , ' )  t0
Output  of  system (2.1)  using adapt ive contro l  law( 2 . 2 ) .  a : 1 5 ,  b  :  r ,  x ( 0 ) :  1 ,  k ( 0 ) : 0 .
Proposition 2. Suppose (a * a,, ö, c) is a system
o f  t he  c l ass  (3 .1 )  w i t h  s  < i ,  13 :  / : 0  and  i n i t i a l
data xs,  f teeR. Then the adapt ive contro l  law
(2.2) produces an asymptotically stable solution
of the closed-loop system
xt+t :  fa  *  a,  *  k ,bc lx , ,  r  e  N.  (3.2\
Proof. Using the transformation (2.3), it re_
mains to show that the solution x, of
x t+1:  fa ,  + E,bcfx, (3 .3 )
ij, ;
!l-
::
il
h(xl
Frc. 3. Adaptive feedback gain of sysrem (2.1) in a<laptive
contro l  law (2.2) .  a :  15,  b :1,  x(0)  :  l ,  k(0)  -  0 .
3. THE TIME.VARYING KNOWN SIGN CASI:
..In this section, the class (2.1) is enlarged by
a-llowing certain time-varying additive peiturba-
tions of a, b and c. We consider the followrns
class
x ,  r r :  ( a  *  a , \ x ,  +  (b  +  b , )u , )
l, : (c * c,)x, I
la, l= u,  lb, l= F,  lc , l= y |  
(3 '  1)
0 < b c < g  )
th"^a" o, a,, b, b,, c, c, e R are unknown,
.o, 'ß,y >0 and g >0 are given. However,  fbrtne class (3.1) we can only expect the weaker
tends to zero as /-+co. yTilhout restriction of
generality assume that x, * 0 for all t 
€ N. Since
f ' t r  
-cb I  f t+r
k ,  g I + l y , a t y * r - o , y ,  ( 3 ' 4 )
we obtain
, -  , - l - .  bc  I  I  a ,  I
K , , r :  l ( , 1  l -  l -  -  :' L  g l + l y , l  , 1  N V t + y t
resp. (3 5)
s (k ,  -  [ ,  ,  r )  :  .   ] - -  , l * , ac  +  a , l .-  l  *  l v , l - ' '
Suppose the evolut ion of  k- ,  sat is f ies the fo l lowing
rules:
, r  3 q  -  a
l k , ,  r l  ( ;  i f  l k , l  <  -bc bc
a
-;  (  k ,* r  1 k ,  i f
DC
q
k , 1 k , * 1 1  
.  
i f  k ,
DC
We proceed in several steps.
( i )  I f  there ex is t  a r , ,eN so rhar  l [ ,  |  <ulbc,  i t
fo l lows f rom (3.6)- (3.8)  that  lk , l<3albc for  a i l
I ) ln and thus
la, + E,bcl < 4u for all t ) to. (3 9)
Ilence (3.3) is exponentially srable since a< ].(i i) As long as l l j>(ulbc\, it follows from
(3.6)-(3.8) that E, is monoronically decreasing
(resp. increasing) if Eo> a lbc (resp. [n - u lbc),.
Therefore l im k-, exists and we put
l ' :k,: o- (3.10)
(3 .10 )  app l i ed  t o  (3 .5 )  g i ves
I
l i m  
- - ,  f k - b c  +  o , l :  0 .  ( 3 .  l l )
, - -  I  I  ly , l -
Frc. 2
r a
k : > -
D C
d
bc
(3.6)
(3 7)
.  (3 .8 )
i l l
ü1
r
.:
Y.
r
b
,}it'
sf
6.
Fi&,
o
A. I lcHva.NN832
Then either
l . [ " ' l  :  -
I
l im - -  _-  :  ( )
t - .  I  t  l J r l
l im,E..bc * a,: g.
I f  (3 .13)  holds t rue,  then exponent ia l
(3.3)  is  obvious.  I f  (3 .12)  holds
l im ly , l  :0 ,  whence l im I ' r , l  :0 '  Thus
l + @  t - ' 6
to prove (3.6)-(3.8).
( i i i )  Suppose lL]<ulbc for some /e N' We
obtain by (2.5)
80{)
6(X)
.t( )1)
Frc.  4.  Output  of  system 3.1 wi th t ime var iat ions only in a.
b  :  1 ,  c  -  6 ,  I  : 1 0 ,  x ( 0 )  :  1 ,  k ( 0 )  : 0 .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposi-
tion 2. Choose positive e and 6 so that the
perturbations satisfy the following inequalit ies
l ö , 1 <  e
I a |
l a , - - ö , 1 ( e
l D c l
O < b c - t < b c + t < g
b c t ?  l b c I ? (t + 2 ; - + \ r * /  < ' -
(3.12)
( 3 . 1 3 )
stability of
true, then
it remains
I  l c (a ,  + bcE,)x,l l - 2 a< t l o , *  b t ' k , l <  ,g D cI  1 + lv , l
Therefore 
_ 3a
l f t - , . ,1  = lk , l  +  l l ; ,  ' l  <  ; .
which proves (3.6). To prove (3'7), f irst assume
tha t  a ,=0 .  Then  (3 .5 )  imp l i es  t ha t  k , ' r 1k , '
Since
u 1
i  u > c ( ) ü , ) d ,  l - ,  r . . r  I 'bc I + l-/ ' l
we obta in
c y a t l
b c -  ß 1 + l ) , 1 - '
whence
ü  - f  bc  I  I  ( t t  I  -
- : < r - , 1  t - : -  . l - -  : k , + t '
t ) c  L  g r r l Y , l  - ' l  8 l + l Y , l  '
This  proves (3.7)  for  the case 4,20 '  l f  a ,<0 '
, t " n  i , * r  i s  pos i t i ue ,  and  hence  - (u lbc )18 , * t '
Since [, > slbc,
- b ,  I  a ,  |  - n
- k - - - _ _ \ v" ' g 1 + l Y , l  ' 8 l + l Y , l - '
and therefore, by (3.5), [,*r < /<,. Thus, (3'7) is
shown. The proof of (3 8) uses similar
arguments; it is omitted for brevity. n
The following proposition shows that the
adaptive control law (2.2) is capable of tolerating
time-varying additive perturbations of a, b
and c.
Proposition 3. Let (a * a,, b + b,, c * c,) be a
system of the class (3.1) with init ial data x6,
k6eR. Then the adapt ive contro l  law (2.2)
produces an asymptotically stable output of the
closed-loop system
xt+1:  la  + a,  t  k , (bc + ö, ) ] . r , ,
where
ö," :  bc,  *  b,c  *  b,c ,
provided the perturbations c,, b,'
small enough.
r e N
(3 .14)
and c, are
.  (3 . ls )
It can be shown that this implies the existence of
some positive a, F, Y > 0 so that
la , l=  u,  lb , l<  P,  lY)= Y 
"
is fulfilled for all r e N. The transformation .;
E, : k, + a lbc leads to ,l:
xt+.r :  l l ,  + E,(bc* ö,) lx,  (3 '16) i
where  E, t :a , - (a lbc)ö , .  By  (2 .5 ) ,  (2 '6 )  and : i$(3.16) we conclude j6
I  bc+6, 1 
' l  
E, t  , ; {k , r r : o , l t -  
r  l - b , J = l - ; l . l t l = '  . *(3.17) 
4
Similarly to the proof of (3.6)-(3'8) we can show i;
. ,  e(3bc +:) i f  ß,1<:_ *: i .  l k , * t l < f i - t 1 ,  t ' ' t t  - b c -    
r $
- - :  ^ 1 F , , , 1 8 ,  i f  I , = - ; -  ;b c - t  D c - L  $
8 ,18 , * , . ; -  i f  E ,= - *  
,$
Now the remainder of the proof followt bI ,*
exactly the same arguments to that in Proposr 
'p
tion 2. See Fig' 4 for illustration' 
-gg
4. ROBUSTNESS oF THE CONTROLLER w-lTH tr
RESPECT TO NONLINEAR PERTURBATION .. I$
The adaptive control law (2'2) is tolerant 1l$ ,$$
respect to structural disturbances' 
"structurat 
,.''j
::;
T
!-:id
J*
.ä
d
;ü
.$
here means that the perturbations are l inearly
uniformly bounded.
Two types of perturbations are considered:
(i) x,* 1 : ex, * d(t, x,) + bu,
where the map d: N x R -+ R satisfies for some
do>  o
l d ( t , x 1 1 - d n l x l  f o r a l l  r e N ,  x e R  ( 4 . 1 )
i.e. t ime-varying nonlinear state dependent distur-
bances of uniformly bounded finite gain; and
( i i )  x ,*  t :  M,  + b[u,  + h( t ,  x t ,  u , ,  l , ) )
where the map h:N x Rr-  R sat is f ies for  some
h1,  h2,  h3 ' r  0
h ( t ,  x ,  u ,  y ) :  h , ( t ) . x  +  h r ( t )  .  u
+ hr(t)y
f o r a l l  r , u , y e R ,  r e N  ( 4 2 )
where lft '(r)l = ft- for all / e N
i.e. t ime-varying nonlinear state, input and
output dependent perturbations of the plant
input of bounded growth. Then the following
robustness results hold true.
Proposition 4. Given a system (a, b, c) of the
form (2.1) ,  a  nonl inear  map (4.1) ,  and in i t ia l
data x1,, ko e R . Then for do < ] the adaptive
control law (2.2) applied to the nonlinear system
X1a1:  ax1+ d( t ,  x , )  +  bu , (4 3)
I t :  CXt
produces an asymptotically decaying solution of
the closed-loop system
x,+r :  fa  + k,bc lx ,  + d( t ,  x , ) .  (4.4)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of proposi-
tion 2. Therefore, only the essential steps are
presented. Put du: a. The transformation (2.3)
yields
x t+r :  k ,bcx ,  I  d ( t ,  x , )
Assume x,*0 for al l  r  e N. Then
(4.s)
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solution of (4.5) tends to zero as / tends to
infrnity. It remains to prove (3.6)-(3.8).
(i i i) If lE,1< u lbc then
I  r  ,  _ lc l  k ,bcx,  + d( t ,  x , )
l - f r + t l  - g  1 +  l v , l
and  (a .1 )  g ive  l [ , * ,1=  l [ , ]  +  l l * ,1<  3q lbc .  Th is
proves (3.6). To prove (3.7), first assume that
c - d(t, -r,) > 0. Since
,  , 1 .  b c  I  
- l  
c . d ( t , x , , t
K . - t : K , l  l - - -  l -  
'  "
' L  g  l + l y , l - ' J  S . ( l + l y , l )
we obtain E,*r1 [,. The inequality
I  c . d ( t . x . \
: > l >  - -  y i e l d sb c  d . ( l + l y , l )
a  
. . 1 .  b c  I  I  c . d ( t , x , )  |
- - ( A , l  l - - - l -  
- : k r t r .b c  ' L  g l * l y , l - ' - l  g . ( l + l y , l )
This  proves (3.7)  for  the case c.d( t ,  x , )  >0.  The
case c . d(t, x,) ( 0 is easy and therefore omitted.
The proof of (3.8) uses similar arguments. tr
Proposition 5. Given a system (a, b,c) of the
form (2.1) ,  nonl inear  maps (4.1)  and (4.2) ,  and
init ial data xu, ku e R. Then there exists a
suf f ic ient ly  smal l  number ö > max {d, ) ,  i }  > O
such that the adaptive control law (2.2) applied
to the nonlinear system
x1a1:  ex1+ d( t ,  x , )  *  b lu,  + h( t ,  x , ,  u , ,  l , ) l  g .7 l
I t :  C X t
produces an asymptotically decaying solution of
the closed-loop system
x,+t : fa + b . hlt) + ch.(t) + k,bc(h.r(t) + 7)l
x x, * d(t, x,). (4 8)
Proof. Without restriction of generality suppose
that x, * 0 for all r e N. The transformation
E,:  k, t  albc converts (4.8) to
xt+t:  {E,f tc + ö,1+ $,}x,+ d(t ,  x,)  (4.9)
where
ö, ' . :  -bcht( t )
and
E , : : b  . h r ( t )  +  ch . ( t )  -  ah r ( t ) .
Furthermore
,  , 1 ,  b c * ö ,  1  
' l  
V ( t , x , )
n , - r : r , t  - - - - = - - _' L  
I  l + l y ) - ' J  s - ( l + l y , l )
s&, - k,_,) : r,fu!rrr,, +#. (4.6)
Suppose (3.6)-(3.8) hotcl true:
(i) If there exists a /n e N so that 1k,,,1< ulbc,then it fotlows from (4.5) and (4.1)"thar the
solution of (4.5) resp. (a.a) is exponentially
decaying.
( i i )  i f  [ , ]  -  ulbc for al l  re N then (3.10) is
valid and (4.6) implies
f im -- ]  ,  I  oro,  - t :d( ' ,  * , )  |  -  o.
, - - l f l y , l - ' L  l y )  I
Since lc . tl(t, x,)ly,l - d, it is obvious that the
where
Q(t,  x,) : :  E, .  ly, l  -  c .  d(t ,  x,) .
(4 .10)
A. I lcr runNN
&
1
Then
and
Choose 6, u> 0 sufficiently small such that
l ö ,1<  5 : :  m in  {T , r  -  o r }  f o r  a l l  /  e  N
in i t ia l  data x1,,  ko€ R, the control  law
u,: S,k,y, (5 2)
where  k ,  i s  g iven  by  (2 .2 ) ,  S , r :Sr :1 ,  and fo r
t > I
^  {  I  i f  \ y o y r l y i { l o r / r  : 0 }s":  t - r  i f  y ,yJyir  t  (s '3)
produces an exponentially decaying output s;
the closed-loop system
xt+1:  la  *  S,k,bc)x, .
Proof. Applying the transformation
k , : :  k ,+  S , :
DC
to (5.4) yields
x t r t :S , k ,bcx , .
Then ,  i f  l r *0 ,
yL+:\
Yi Er '
r ' < , { \
\  J .  1 , '
f o l
z a l  - e  = + l l < 1
L b c - ö  l
0<  l6 , l  *  d , , 1u .
0 < b c - 6 - b c * ö , < 8
u d( ) < -  - _  - - -  
_ : : f .  ( 1 . 1 5 )'  
b c * 6 ,  b c - ö
( 4 . 1 1 )
(4.12)
(4 .13)
(4.14)
The proof proceeds similarly to that of
Propositions 2 and 4, and the following
inequalit ies can be shown; we omit it for brevity'
l [ , * , 1 < 2 e + !  i f  l Z , l < ,  ( 4 . 1 6 )c
-  e < E,*,  < E, i f  E,> € (4.11)
E , < 8 , * r <  t  i f  E , <  E .  ( 4 . 1 8 )
The remainder of the proof can be completed as
in part (i) and (ii) of the proof of Proposition 2.
Note that a rearrangement of (4.10) gives
1  l - b c * 6 , . q ( t ' x , ) fg ( k , -  k , , r ) - ,  
*  r "  
' l k , r  + - l
' - 1 y , 1  ' L  I  l Y , l
n
5. THE UNKNOWN SIGN CASE
ln this section, we weaken the sign condition
0 < bc < g and consider the following class of
systems.
x 1 ' 1 :  e x 1 +  b u , l
t , : c x , ,  t e N i  ( 5 . 1 )
0 < l b c l c s  )
where a,  b,  c  € R are unknown, g >0 is  g iven.
The problem of adaptive stabilization of
systems of the class (5.1) is much easier to solve
than the analogous problem for continuous time
systems. In the continuous case, one has to
implement a switching function and a so-called
Nussbaum gain into the feedback loop. Then the
correct sign of the gain is found adaptively.
However, it is not known in advance how many
switchings are necessary or in which time the
correct sign wil l be found out. See Morse (1983),
Nussbaum (1983) and Willems and Byrnes
(1984). For systems of the form (5.1) only two
iterations are necessary to find out the correct
s ign S e {1,  -1}  of  the contro l  law u, :  Sk,y, .  In
this sense the algorithm is much simpler than the
one presented in Mudgett and Morse (1985).
Proposition 6. Suppose the system (a' b, c)
belongs to the class (5.1). Then for arbitrary
Assume, for a moment, that the control strategy
(2.2) is applied. lf bc> 0, it follows from (2.6)
and (2.7) that sign k, : sign k,*1 and lk,*rl : lk,l.
Therefore
E, * r18 ,< r  i f  bc>0 .
If bc < 0, we have
(s.7)
cb cb  I  f , " ,  ^
_ l < _ < _ - - _ -  
, : - j : < ug  I  1+  l y , l - '  k ,
whence
cb f , - ,
2 > l - - > l - ' ' ; ' > 1 .g K ,
This implies that sign k-, : sign k-,*r and, by (2'6),
lk,*rl > lk,l. Therefore
E,*r18,> |  i f  bc <0.  (5.8)
Now (5.7) and (5.8) together with (5.6) yield
that the switching function (5.3) ensures the
correct sign modification of bc. Then the result
follows from the proof of Proposition l.
Remark 3. Obviously, the control law (5.2) does
not stabil ize the system if the system (5.1) is
subjected to disturbances of the form (a.1) of
(4.2). However, if the disturbances are of f inite
domain (i.e. nonzero for f inite time) then the
following
^  I  I  i f  l y , .  r l , * , l y l  <  t  o r  v ,  =  0 )c . - J
" ' ' -  l - l  i f  l , - , 1 , * , l y l >  |
stabilizes the system.
(s.s)
(s.6)
w:'
6. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of the present paper is to show
61e existence of a simple controller which
stabilizes linear one-dimensional single-input
single-output systems. The controller is simple in
the sense that at the time /, the adjustment of k,
only depends on the data of y, and y,*, and an a
orioriknown upper bound g >0 of the feedback
'uain 
lbcl. The controller presented here is of
ärder two. However, there is no need for a
nemory for the complete past of y(s), s e [0, t],
which was used in the continuous case,
k0= l ' oy ! )2ds+ko  i n  W i l l ems  and  By rnes
(1984). Furthermore, the controller is capable of
tolerating time-varying nonlinear additive state,
input and output perturbations. If the sign of the
feedback gain bc is not known, then the
discrete-time case is much easier to handle than
the continuous-time case. There is no need to
implement a Nussbaum-type controller [see
Willems and Byrnes (1984)]. However, as the
simulations show, the output becomes very large
before settling to zero even when the initial
condition is very small. This is a problem which
migh be solved by choosing the parameters p
i!
i;j
!'
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and q in the modified controller of (2.2)
appropriately (see Remark 1). The results
presented here can probably be extended to the
n-dimensional single-input single-output case.
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